OCCCO – Supporting immigrant communities through HOPE, HEALING and ACTION. We seek to build strong resilient leaders who can come together in faith so that all people can live in dignity.

1. **Leadership Training:**
   - OCCCO offers trainings that include learning how to be a resilient leader, developing a prophetic voice, understanding diversity and telling our immigrant story.

2. **Community Engagement:**
   - OCCCO has the organizational structure and professional support to create a positive change in immigrant communities. This is possible through a process of building a faith based leadership base, identifying an issue and public collective action,
   - Guided by clergy and faith leaders, OCCCO teaches immigrants how to be part of an interfaith prophetic voice for social justice,
   - OCCCO creates a safe space where immigrant communities can share their stories, be in solidarity and counter the national narrative about immigrants,
   - OCCCO supports immigrant communities as they engage policy-makers at the national, state and locally around immigration and social justice issues,
   - OCCCO teaches immigrant communities how to organize in their neighborhoods, conduct informational forums and legal clinics.

3. **Voter Engagement:**
   - OCCCO provides immigrant communities training and opportunities to engage voters in their city.
   - OCCCO seeks to increase the rate of voter participation in low-income and communities of color.

**You can make a difference and get involved by:**

1. Participate in OCCCO’s leadership academy which is starting in Garden Grove, Anaheim, Santa Ana and Costa Mesa,
2. Organizing a local parish group meeting to discuss immigrant rights and how you can make a difference
3. Attend an organizing meeting or action
4. Donate to OCCCO

**For more information contact:**

Minerva S. Gomez (714) 612-5028| minerva@occcopico.org